Select your safety program

When striving to protect life and assets, you need correctly installed and fully functional sealing solutions. As sealing experts, we know how important cable and pipe transits are for your high safety standards. Therefore, we offer transit safety service programs.

Transit survey program
- for owners of operating fleets or brownfield units

Transit quality assurance program
- for shipyards building new ships or rigs
Manage your transits online

The Roxtec Transit Registry™ is a transit management system that enables simple and efficient documentation and tracking of all transits through the entire lifecycle of your asset. The registry enables systemized control of the transit installation quality – from the initial installations to the latest upgrades and additions of cables, pipes and equipment. The registry includes a log for each transit as well as all relevant documents. You instantly have all the information required for ensuring compliance with safety regulations.

roxtect.com/transit-registry
Roxtec transit safety services

Transit ID marking
Unique ID marking makes it possible to identify, map and inspect each cable and pipe penetration onboard.

Transit inspection
We perform transit inspections according to a standardized and certified process, by using our digital tool Roxtec Transit Inspector™.

Safety status report
After having marked and inspected the transits we deliver a full safety status report, including plotted drawings and a transit summary protocol with priority levels.
Roxtec is the world-leading provider of cable and pipe transits. We offer services to ensure that sealing solutions on marine and offshore units are safe. Our transit safety concept is approved by classification societies Lloyd’s Register, RINA and ABS.

Recognized service supplier

Roxtec ® and Multidiameter ® are registered trademarks of Roxtec in Sweden and/or other countries.